Expertise On Demand

Highlights

- Flexible access to all Mandiant services—including Incident Response.
- Ability to engage with cyber security experts across Mandiant through Ask an Expert.
- Access delivered through the Mandiant Advantage platform.
- Request investigations into cyber threats as needed.
- Help prioritize threats to watch with Daily News Analysis.
- Receive invitations to attend Quarterly Threat Briefings.

The cyber security experts you need, when you need them

Confront cyber security’s biggest challenge

There was estimated to be 2.7 million unfilled cyber security positions at the end of 2021. Insufficient and underskilled staff increase team workload, leading to burnout, attrition and increased business risk. With security teams devoting so much time to acquiring cyber security expertise, critical activities such as strategic planning, threat hunting and skills training are often de-prioritized.

Rethink your approach to acquiring cyber security expertise. Instead of using budget to hire a single expert for one role, you could have ad hoc access to a diverse set of cyber security capabilities, skillsets and functions.

Expertise On Demand is a product-agnostic annual subscription that extends your security operations capabilities and capacity by providing flexible access to a wide range of industry-recognized security expertise. The expertise includes access to experienced cyber security resources, threat intelligence and training led by elite security practitioners to help accelerate response without overworking existing staff.

With deep and broad experience in cyber security and cyber intelligence, and an extensive service portfolio, Mandiant is well positioned to be your trusted cyber security partner.
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What you get with Expertise On demand

Ask an Expert

Subscribers can use Ask an Expert to engage with Mandiant experts based on specific questions or cyber security needs.

This feature includes access to intelligence experts to provide your team with detailed context, attacker insight, and expert analysis to accelerate investigation and response.

Planned Services

You can use prepaid Expertise On Demand Units to reserve and request an array of cyber security investigations, readiness offerings and Mandiant Academy training courses, as well as customized or finished intelligence.

Mandiant Advantage integration

Expertise On Demand customers can manage their account, users and units through the Mandiant Advantage platform, including the ability to see units used, units available and reference past/pending service requests.

Tackle your impending staffing challenges

Mandiant experts are uniquely qualified to serve as your trusted partner to help you understand, prioritize and manage cyber security risk.

Our Expertise On Demand offering:

- Combines an extensive portfolio of services and threat intelligence with unrivaled breadth and depth of cyber security experience and skills.
- Complements and accelerates your existing cyber security operations and workflows no matter what products you already use.
- Provides flexibility to scale your cyber security needs up or down as business conditions change.

Learn more at www.mandiant.com/expertise